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About This Game
About
"In 2062, Men from Terra have access to a new technology from a mysterious Black Cube they found 5 years before. With this
new power, they decide to explore their solar system, in search for signs of intelligent life. They send you at the discovery of
planet Catyph and its moon Tytaah." CATYPH: The Kunci Experiment is Another Space Adventure reminiscent of Myst and
Rhem, and you can absolutely play it without knowing anything about the first Black Cube game, ASA. With the help of the
data that you collect on Tytaah, you must attempt to access the 7 regions of this moon. Your main mission: understand what the
Kunci is. The whole game relies on observation, discovery and exploration.
CATYPH is an independant and self-funded game, mainly created by one person. It has been envisaged as an experience, an
interactive story based on exploration and logical puzzles. This prerendered 3D game is made of static pictures with video
transitions.
Gameplay
Point & Click. Visit the regions of Tytaah, take notes on a piece of paper, and solve the puzzles!
Hotspots description:
- blue circles: action/examine
- blue arrows: turn head/view to look around you
- red arrows: walk to next/preview node/view
- blue dots at the bottom of the screen: turn view 180°
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Features

Visit the vast moon of Tytaah (7 regions: desert, snow, alien forest, mercury seas and more)
Around 15 hours of gameplay
Over 800 transition videos and 2000 background images
OST: 18 tracks composed by the artists of KARREO
Immersive story: try to save Terra with the support of General Lantier, and learn more about the mysterious "god" of
Tytaah: Germinal
Play in HD 1920x800
Unlock bonuses (minigames and films)
Developed with Visionaire Studio (Deponia...)
Choose a difficulty level: Normal/Hard, or also Story/Classic modes
Benefit of useful icons over the hotspots
Available for Windows in full English
The soundtrack of CATYPH was composed by KARREO. Several artists joined their forces to create a unique OST (Stélian
Derenne, Jeff K-Ray, Antoine Vachon, Pol Desmurs and Cécile Cognet).
Check out the Black Cube site to discover other related projects:
- ASA, Myha
- Catyph Artbook
- Original Soundtracks
- Self-published DVD
- ANTERRAN comic
and maybe more?
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Title: Catyph: The Kunci Experiment
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Simon Says: Play!
Publisher:
Simon Says: Play!
Franchise:
Black Cube, The Black Cube series
Release Date: 11 May, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Xp, Vista, 7, 8, 10
Processor: 2Ghz+
Memory: 3 GB RAM
Graphics: Non-Dedicated (shared) video card with at least 512MB Shared VRAM & openGL 2.0 support
Storage: 5 GB available space
Sound Card: openAL compatible sound card
Additional Notes: Some of the puzzles rely on colors and sound. Mouse only.

English,French
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Pretty disappointing. I really did not want to put a no recommendation because this is such a great idea and from the video you
can see that these guys put lots of time and effort into this. However, I just can't recommend this experience in its current form.
The video quality is just not good enough.
You can move around in the circle area and even jump. You can look all around. But the video 360 quality is just so poor that
it's very difficult to enjoy the experience. It's also a very cloudy day, so you mostly see clouds. That could be exciting but not
with such poor video quality. It's really a shame. I wanted to like this. I won't ask for a refund. But this is not worth anything
really in it's current state.
. The game is short, incomplete. About 2 hours. It was supposed to be part 1 of 3 but the studio supposedly shut down. Has
potential.. I love this game. Perfect for playing during work hours. I really like the rogue-lite -ish progression system. It is grindy
but its enjoyable. 10/10.. I've played this idle game for a year now. This is not really a game. You just do quests, grind, and wait.
Tactics and strategies are very limited. It could be a hell of a battlefield with a few changes, but it is only relaxing. Whether you
win or loose, it is the same. This game sets up "routine checks" throughout your IRL days.. This game is FREAKING
AWESOME!!!! I can't get over how perfect this game is! Everytime I think, umm, this is going to be annoying, it isn't, they
have thought of it and there is a great solution!!
If you loved Eye of Beholder, Wizardry, and Dungeon Master, well BUY THIS GAME NOW!
I thought I'd love the game but the whole having to backtrack out of dungeons would be annoying, but wait, you can move on
the map!!! Dungeons are too simplistic... nope, they will have more levels and more complex designs as the game goes on.
Then you get your mind blown. MULTIPLE adventuring groups!! What? That can't be good, that's too much to keep track of.
NOPE! Works beautifully!
Towns!?? I don't want to manage a bunch of towns on top of this! You don't have to, towns are the old Rogue style towns,
except you decide what goes in them (buildings, level of buildings and what they have to offer, etc). Only commodity in the
game/town creation is the gold & crystals. Both are found in dungeons or on the map.
But wait!! There are quests! And then there are events! I just accepted the risk of accepting an adventurer from a far land and
WAHT!?? It's a freaking pixie! And it gets especial powers like mana regeneration and the ability to use it's tiny size as a way to
increase its evasive stat! Can't use weapons but in addition to magic spells, has built in magical attacks!
FREAKING AWESOME!!!
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My previous post had said that the my real gripe was the character portraits. But after some searching, I found you can create a
\Portrait directory and dump .png files (best with transparent backgrounds) and you get to choose your own pictures! Better yet,
what I Googled said they had to be 45x45 pixels. NO! It might depends on what resolution you run the game, but I have found
no picture too huge. Cut-outs work beautifully, like they were made for the game, with the class backgrounds showing through
and spells, effects, and turns all working great with my favorite character portraits.
My only wish is if would continue to update and add things, I'm not sure how long the novelty will last. I mean I'm sure I'll paly
this game over again several times, and I'd pay twice the price for it as it is, but continued expansion would be lovely.. NO
GRAPHICS OPTIONS.
*NO CONTROLS OPTIONS.
*NO TRADING CARDS !!
*NO ACHIEVEMENTS !!!!
*ENOUGH MELTINGDOWN FOR TODAY
But seriously, the game look decent, have alot of fun but lack of options and it's broken as♥♥♥♥♥♥br>▂▃▅▇█ final
judgement : 10/100 █▇▅▃▂. This game is really pretty cool. It's a minigolf game with a really cool fantasy-esque atmosphere
and neat little contraptions all over. You build up power with swings and can use either a rewind button or a little jet thingie on
your ball to move it slightly where you want. At first it seems like rewind is incredibly OP but the game gets fairly challenging
and fairly fast. To the point it might even get a bit frustrating to some people. Luckily I was playing it with my girlfriend so I did
honestly have a good time watch us both screw up a few times. The game's got pretty good graphics and a neat art style and is
surprisingly not too computer intensive too.
It also has online now which they just added. I don't know if I'll do that myself as I'm more content with local, but it's cool to
have the option to play with friends. Apparently has weapons and other fun junk if you want.
Another reason I really enjoyed this game. The devs are really cool and seem to be very active even in the steam forums. I had a
glitch that didn't allow me to play local multiplayer and made a thread here. The devs worked with me on it and in just a day
they released a patch to fix it. That's something you don't see too often when it comes to early access and other junk and is
certainly a breath of fresh air.
I will admit the game is a tad big buggy and has the occasional physics or weird clipping bug, but its kind of hard to stay mad at
it when it's an early access game. I expect it to be ironed out as time goes on. The devs were very open with what their update
schedule is and what their plans are and have so far done what they said.
Anyways, it's just a really nice mini golf game. If you want to play a nice relaxing (or a fairly challenging) game of minigolf you
should really give it a shot. even though it is early access, it's a fun enough game even as it is right now and even goes on sale
fairly often.
its just fun ok. devs were swell and is looks cool. Not expensive either. Thanks ilu. This was much better then expected!
The controls are a bit hard to master, but that makes every trick feel good once you pull it off (Much like the Skate series).
Some small bugs here and there, mostly clipping issues, load times and audio glitches.
The devs are hard working and always listens for feedback, they are indeed passionate about this game.
Also, they nailed it with the Replay editor, much like GTA 5's Rockstar editor. Brings extra hours of fun to the game!
(I'm part of the beta test, hence why I got it for free.)
. i find the tutorial is not enough but looks a fun game if i knew what i was doing
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Really fun with friends!!. A very nice game. Great concept but it has an "I do not know what is missing". I really like the
destructible enviroments, nice weapons, but the explosion somties do not work very well. Too bad almost anyone is playing it. I
would love a full game of 64 players to see how is ti like.
8.2/10. Wow have I had fun playing this game, I now shall tell the pros and cons
ProsRegular updates
Devs are active in community
Tons of blessings
Tons of synergies to find
Lots of unlockables and achievements
5 levels and bosses
Postgame mode
Tons of content
Nice learning curve
And tons more...
Now for the
ConsImpossibly hard to queue up online pvp
Some bosses and enemies seem too unfair
Lore seems quick and lazy
Please make enemies smarter (it seems like you just made some enemies shoot a crap ton of bullets just to make up for this)
While I would normally say all of its bugs bear in mind that it is in early access so its not boasting a bug free experience
So all in all I would give this game a 9/10 and I would obligate the creator to make online multiplayer be it pvp or co op to
please focus on it along with bugs please make a server list.. Beware. As it stands, the game has very little content, despite being
in development for a while.
Edit: after talking with the developer, I changed the previous paragraph.
The game has about 15 minutes of gameplay! I have more since I was exploring the mechanics a bit more, to see if there was
anything beyond the lackluster surface. And then to farm cards. There's nothing.
First off, I've found his youtube channel. There's a video of this game from September 2013... it looked identical. Then, the
game entered Early Access a month ago, and has basically no content. The game's planned time in EA is 6 months. I can't think
of how they'll pull it off in 5 months, seeing that this game has existed for a looong time and is as it is.
Also, the developer is claiming to be porting the game over to Unreal because of user feedback... out of nowhere, essentially.
There was a poll of sorts, but the whole thing makes little sense.
Oh well, you now have the shady information I stumbled upon. On to the game, then.
Well, it looks like old X-COM, but is actually a top-down shooter. You point to stuff and shoot them. Enemies take a bunch of
shots to die and there's very little feedback. They'll always shoot at where you are, and their bullets are fast, so you have to stand
as far as possible and "circle" with the 8 direction system.
Not very interesting at all. The guns all feel the same. There's a shotgun that shoots exactly as the laser rifle... only damage
changes... It's not very good.
There's a seemingly complete inventory and upgrade system built into the game, which is quite cool. You collect 2 currencies in
the levels and then upgrade your stuff. That would be cool, if there was anything worth upgrading. For now, it's just numbers
like Health, Armor, Damage, Rate of Fire, etc. And as I said, the guns feel really, really bad. You click, and a projectile is
created. No muzzle flash, no recoil, no screenshake, nothing. It's very, very, very basic.
The game looks pretty nice, though! It's a bit rough overall, but I really like the style. There are a few visual glitches, but nothing
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overwhelming.
The levels consist of "kill these 3 enemies", then move another place to "kill these 2 guys". There are only 2 enemy types, and
their AI is non-existant. They're stacionary, and they shoot at you.
There's also a Boss fight. Nothing too complex, but it's cool that it exists.

I mean... this is not good at all. The only redeeming factor is the visual style. And even that, it's not good enough for
recommendation.
Honestly, I'd like to see this be a cool game. But, with all of the above, this does not seem serious at all. And something that
most people with *little* programming experience could put together in a couple of hours.
I'll update this if anything changes.. Waste of time, I got it as it was really cheap. However it kept crashing within the first two
levels and I ended giving up.. Fantastically fun game, but too short! I won't ding it for being short though.
Graphically, it's on-par with even today's modern games. Gameplay, it's great. Competent, non-arcade-type gun play without the
complexity of some of today's modern offerings.
I've owned this game for _years_ and until looking to see if the publisher had done any further Frontlines games, I really never
noticed that there was a multiplayer; yes, the option was there, but I guess I never really noticed it. I guess that this game never
seemed like it would be a good MP, so maybe that was it; at least it didn't devolve in to some POS CoD or BF cheatfest gaming
that only kids play these days, so maybe it's a good thing! Apparently you can still play on LAN though. So, can't ding it for lack
of MP when I never noticed MP was really there.
If you want a great FPS and will accept kind of a short story, check out Fuel of War, and its prequel or sequel Homefront from
the same publisher.. very nice and relaxing point and click puzzle game - good fun - not much to say really except the puzzles
are good - mildly taxing at times but solvable with a little thought and poking around - nice art style
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